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“Scientists are being contacted. When they open themselves to new ideas they will receive
an Over-Lighting and then receive this new information. Only one or two of them will
actually succeed to create something that will eventually influence the public as a whole.
“Once they have built the adequate machinery and if the time is right, it will go on public
display.
—Emmanuel, 16th February, 1989.
“Light travels not only in your dimension, but in the multi-spectrums of dimensions
through this solar system. You shall find a way in the future that you can move into other
spectrums of colour, and then see the solar system in a whole new way.
“You shall find that inbetween those dimensions of colour, there is the mixture of the two; that
is what you will discover first.
“You shall discover that there is another parallel dimensional spectrum. You do make
contact with the beings in this solar system, in the different spectrums of dimensional
frequencies.
“Once you have discovered these dimension’s you shall learn how to change the
molecular structures of the vehicles you will be travelling in. So you see that the light
shines through molecules in very different ways.”
—Unit-Emmanuel, “Solar Energy”, February 1987.

In 2016, the above IS NOW HISTORY IN THE MAKING!!!
Brand new scientific instruments now can see the invisible worlds. This year
scientists have captured Intelligent Entities operating in other spectrums of
mater (iso-materia), other spectrums of light, with objective apparatus.
This is a TRULY HISTORY making moment: Other dimensional spectrums of
light and the Intelligent Entities in them HAVE NOW BEEN OBJECTIVELY
OBSERVED. See an overview here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gRC2q_VLEM
In fact this new scientific apparatus is now available to everyone!
On behalf of the European Civilian Dialogues with the Cosmos units, we ask
for sponsorship of this new technology, in our interaction with the UFO
intelligences. THIS WOULD BE A BREAKTHROUGH FOR THE EUROPEAN
COSMIC DIALOGUE CIVILIANS. Please BUY the Iso-Telescope HERE (thank
you for bringing one or donating one):
http://thunder-energies.com/index.php/ct-menu-item-9
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In January of this year, Dr Ruggero Maria Santilli published his paper, in the
American Journal of Physics, with the first time announcement of the scientific
observation of Invisible Intelligences operating in our planet.
Invisible entities now made objectively visible, with the new concave iso-light
sensitive lens… Invisible Entities whose Intelligence is studying our most
sensitive Military and Scientific Centres, published in the paper:
“Apparent Detection via New Telescopes with Concave Lenses of Otherwise
Invisible Terrestrial Entities (ITE)”
http://www.thunder-energies.com/docs/ITE-paper-12-15-15.pdf
You can watch another summary here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-Vc6af1FDA
AND/OR READ:
http://thunder-energies.com/index.php/ct-menu-item-18/11-articles/17-article-8
We are asking you, the civilians, to either bring your own Santilli telescopes
along to Dialogues with the Cosmos — OR TO PLEASE SPONSOR A SANTILLI
TELESCOPE for Dialogues with the Cosmos.
Whilst, in 2013, in the Swiss Alps, we had two whole nights of almost non stop
interactions with the Intelligent UFOs responding, exactly, to our lasers, and
coherent beamed intent (once the protocols had been established, and the
threshold opened). The UFOs also came within 30 metres, as observed by a few
of the group. MOST IMPORTANTLY, THE INTELLIGENCES CAME IN RESPONSE
TO EVERY INDIVIDUAL OF THE GROUP — AND RESPONDED ACCORDING
TO THEIR REQUESTS, WITH SENTIENT COHERENT BIOLOGICAL
EMANATIONS… IMMEDIATELY.

THE NEW
DIALOGUES WITH THE COSMOS 2016
with Ananda Bosman & European Civilian Dialogue Task Force
JULY 22-24 2016, IN AT THE SWISS/ITALIAN BOARDER
(INCLUDING SIMPLON PASS). WITH ITALIAN TRANSLATION
CONTACT Frida Aslan: delfina01@hotmail.com
NOW WITH THE SANTILLI TELESCOPE, the many other levels that are taking
place in these European civilian Cosmic Dialogues can be objectively
recorded…
THIS IS A UNIQUE MOMENT IN HISTORY!
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NEW NEWS. Dr Santilli has agreed to appear on Marc Gray’s, OVNI Dinner TV,
on the FreedomUFOs newstream media — where Ananda Bosman first
appeared discussing the Santilli telescope, and other factors of cosmic contact:
https://freedomufos.wordpress.com/the-english-page/ufo-dinner-event-reports/
ananda-bosman-ufo-unified-field-objects-the-ultraterrestrial-umbrella-46th-uforouen-dinner-event/
Ananda Bosman also discusses the Santilli Telescope and other Hadronic
Science implications of Dr Santilli, in this Rome 2 hour presentation, PACKED
FULL WITH INFORMATION, building a case to the crescendo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oT87nxy-QIY
WE AGAIN ASK ON BEHALF OF MANKIND AND THE EUROPEAN CIVILIAN
COSMIC DIALOGUE TASK FORCE — PLEASE BUY & BRING ALONG YOUR
SANTILLI TELESCOPE, & SPONSOR THE EUROPEAN DIALOGUERS WITH A
SANTILLI TELESCOPE NOW. IT IS VITAL TO MANKIND, IN THIS HISTORY
MAKING YEAR:
http://thunder-energies.com/index.php/ct-menu-item-9
The Santilli telescope, was predicted by our Ultraterrestrial contacts, the
Emmanuels, during the MID 1980s, as the opening quote shows.
THE ULTRATERRESTRIAL UMBRELLA OF THE EMMANUEL, IN 1986 PREDICT
THE SANTILLI ISO-DIMENSIONAL TELESCOPE WHICH WILL VIEW OTHER
FORMS OF LIGHT AND MATER.
Here are some excerpts from the February 1986 transmission. A longer excerpt
at the end of this report. A complete version in our 1999 book THE UNITY
KEYS OF EMMANUEL: The Interuniversal Perspective For The Unity Of
Diversity:
“...Light travels not only in your dimension, but in the multi- spectrums of
dimensions through this solar system. You are only seeing the solar system
through one colour dimension. You shall find a way in the future that you can
move into other spectrums of colour, and then see the solar system in a whole
new way.
“You shall find that inbetween those dimensions of colour, there is the
mixture of the two; these, of course, shall be the most puzzling, for that is
what you will discover first.
“There are some elements on Earth which only see in one colour at a time,
they would only see a part of you, not all of you.
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“But you shall discover that there is another parallel dimensional spectrum of
colours, above your spectrum of colours. Indeed, if you do make contact with
the beings in this solar system, in the different spectrums of dimensional
frequencies, each one being different to you — and you discover this yourself,
you shall truly be fascinated. For there the beings also live in this solar
system, in another seven spectrums of colours.
“Once you have discovered these dimension’s you shall learn how to change
the molecular structures of the vehicles you will be travelling in. So you see
that the light shines through molecules in very different ways, and you shall
be able to take control of the molecules that will be surrounding you in a
form of a shape. Via electrical signals you will be able to change their
structure, so that they will change in shining the [light] rays, and that way
change frequency of vibration — for each colour is in a different vibration.
Then once you learn how to take control over your body molecules, you may
go into that frequency band and colour...
“...You must learn by your ionosphere, you must learn by your planet. For
She indeed is like a space ship going through space. She has a gravity field
around her. For the sheath that you shall be putting around yourself, must be
similar to the sheath of Earth.
“Remember that a colour is only energy at a certain vibrational rate. When
you realise that you are just in one colour of the solar system, in one spectrum
of it, then you shall learn to discover other areas. For the law is: “as above so
below” — you have on Earth the example of your colour spectrum, that is
what we are relating to, so you can understand the nature of life in the solar
system...
“You can take advantage by learning of your seven colours, and how life
forms exist under each of the spectrums, and how the Sun shines through
each molecule in each vibration.
“For you shall realise that colour is vibration, and that the key to getting to
the other spectrums in this solar system is by changing your molecules and
lifting their vibration to higher ones...
“You shall discover that in your body, your molecules never end. How ever greatly
you advance with material technology, you shall never find an end to substance in the
microscopic scale, and indeed in the macrocosmic, you shall never find an end to the
Omniverse.
“For once you are out of the universe, you shall discover that it is just one cell which
is emitting one colour of a colour spectrum. Yes, it goes on. You shall discover you are
in a larger body, you shall realise that body is just one colour, one colour spectrum. It
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is so large, that it will be tedious to carry on going, to give you an example, and the
example is not withstanding. For we are only using examples by which you can relate
and understand, and they are not correct in this large scale [third dimensional
concepts as seen from a multi-dimensional perspective].
“...You shall see that the wonders never cease, and that this technology in a
thousand years will be just a grain of sand in a vast desert or a vast beech,
and you shall laugh at yourselves saying: ‘How stupid we were, to think of
destroying the world, when we could reach all this and so much more — to
be able to reach another colour spectrum dimension as well as all the colours
in this solar system, which we had not even known of, or would not even
have believed of at that time.’
“For so much lies ahead and it is eternal, it shall be ever lasting. As you do so,
you shall become greater in oneness with the Law of All-Oneness, with the
law of this universe, you shall become more and more corresponding in it:
“You shall be going from a centre point in consciousness to all areas: where you will
be able to project yourselves — via your inner Selves — into all things, and feel it,
and remain in that state, consciously, all the time. Being able to feel all matter — just
imagine that. That is another possibility for mankind: to be able to feel all things at
the same time, not just on Earth, but through the universe, and by doing so knowing
all of the universe.
“But the first stages of this would only be in one corresponding vibration, or one
octave, through different vibrations in that octave. And then, from that centre state of
consciousness, expanded into All-Oneness.
“You will be able to lift that simultaneously into another octave, at the same time, to
experience two octaves of the universe and feel that at the same time in your feeling,
and influence it by your thought constructively. And then expand to the next octave,
or colour of vibration, until you have reached all seven, and the black and the white.
And then you expand into that block which contains it all, which is but one colour in
a far larger colour spectrum.
“This opportunity is a great one. Why do you waste it and why do you battle
against it, resenting it? This is but a small toy in comparison to the other gifts
you shall receive, and which already exist to be discovered by mankind on
Earth. Why then do you just revolt against it all, thinking you have the
complete answer? We hope you shall think about this. For it is extremely
important that you awaken to that real Being within yourself, and expand via
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that. This is the conscious expanding of mankind that is coming into place.
You have so much to gain by going into it.
“It is not only these multi-dimensions of colour spectrums and octaves in
different scales in those octaves. You shall find, there are many areas which
you cannot comprehend of now, so we can not teach you about them — these
are only some.
“For just within your Earth, within that certain colour spectrum in this
planet, there are many levels, and this new level you have not been able to
see properly for a long time... Indeed, the whole Earth has to be lifted into
this colour spectrum.”
—Unit-Emmanuel, Solar Energy, February 1987. Bishops Caundle, Dorset,
England. A More Complete Versions, published in The Unity Keys of
Emmanuel, Aton Publishing, 1999.
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The Santilli Telescope Available HERE:
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